Privacy Statement
Data handling
When you visit www.siriusprodukt.hu website, processing and use of your personal data may
take place.
It is a priority for www.siriusprodukt.hu to protect our customers and the website visitors’
personal data.
In this document, we define the personal data management terms that is apply to you.
The main legislation applied to handling your personal information:
- Act CXII of 2011 is about the information self-determination law and freedom of
Information. (in the following: Info TV).
- Decree (GDPR) of the European Parliament and Council (EU) Regulation No 2016/679
about natural persons on the processing of personal data.
- Act V. of 2013 on Civil Code (C.C.)
-2001. CVIII. Act - (Eker tv.) about certain aspects of electronic commerce services and
information society services
- Act C. of 2003 on Electronic Communications (Ehtv) - Act CLV. of 1997 on Consumer
Protection (Pktv).
- Act XLVIII. of 2008 on the fundamental terms and limitations of Economic Advertising
Activity; (Gvt.)
Data management company’s data:
Name: Sirius Produkt Plc.
Company registration number: 01-09-960048
Location: 1044 Budapest, Szilaspatak sor 42/B. 2/13.
Tax number: 13243120-2-41
E-mail: siriusprodukt@gmail.com. info@siriusprodukt.com
Telephone: +36 70 333 3979
Details of the Data Protection Officer:
Name: Vaskó Valéria
Address: 3530 Miskolc, Fábián street 1.
Telephone: +36 20 435 5009
E-mail: vvali.sirius@gmail.com
Personal data may be transmitted to the following organizations for personal data
processing:
Name and address of the accountant: System Audit Plc. 3530 Miskolc, Szemere street 1.
Manager: Dr. Udvary Imre Zoltán
The purpose of data transmission to the data processor is to: accounting service.
Data provided: name, address, bank account (money transfer)

The purpose and conditions of data management:
Your personal information will be handled solely by the contribution based on your prior
informed consent and voluntary and only to the extent necessary and in any case subject to
purpose.
Only personal data can be processed, which is indispensable for the purpose of data
management, and it is suitable for achieve the goal.
Personal data can be handled only within the time and time needed to achieve the goal.
Personal data may only be handled if the person concerned agrees. By a law or- under the
authority of the Act- by the local government decree orders it for purposes of public interest.
The validity of a legal declaration containing the consent of a minor of the age of 16 and the
legal representative's consent or subsequent approval is not required.
Within the framework of statutory regulations we collect, process, organize, store, and use
your personal information, especially when you visit the www.siriusprodukt.hu website, when
you contact our company or when you order products and / or services from Sirius Produkt
Plc.
Your personal information will only be processed in accordance with applicable legal
regulations and in accordance with this document and with your consent.
In the process of ordering, the personal data you provide will be collected, processed and used
within the framework of the applicable data protection provisions in force.
In some cases, to handle your data is legally binding and mandatory, and in such a case,
specifically we will call your attention.
Concerning the conclusion and execution of a sales contract with you- in some case-other
information could be used as well, such as name, shipping and billing address or information
about your chose of your payment.
The duration of the data processing for the data provided for contact purposes for one year
after the termination of the connection, and the accounting documents are stored for eight
years according to paragraph 169 (2) of Act C of 2000 on Accounting. Retention of data
related to the performance of a contract: 5 years.

Log files
When you visit www.siriusprodukt.hu, the following technical data is stored for technical
reasons. So, called: in log files:
- the IP address of your use device,
- the website from you are visiting us (reference),
- time and duration of visits to siriusprodukt.hu,
- the type and settings of your browser and operating system you are using.
Data is stored for up to 30 days from technical precautions against unauthorized access to our
data processing system.
Other information we collect
We store and use your information when you contact us by phone or email, or if you are
sending us information in some other form and for this reason your information will be sent to
us.
In addition, we store and use personal information and technical information to the extent
necessary to prevent, or impede, the inappropriate, unethical use or illegal activity of
www.siriusprodukt.hu, for example, in the event of an attack on our IT system due to data
security.
In course of handling your personal data, in the case of legal obligation, the data may be
transferred to state organization or to the court or to any claim management to the Sirius
Produkt Plc.’s rights to claim.
When transferring your personal information to a data processor, Sirius Produkt Plc. is
responsible for keeping regulatory requirements for data handling.
Therefore, your data will only be transmitted to service providers and partner companies
whom we have concluded a contract for data processing and who commit to protect personal
information received.
Data Security
The security of your personal information is extremely important to us.
Therefore, personal and technical data stored by Sirius Produkt Plc. are protected by technical
and organizational measures and we will do our best to prevent unauthorized third-party
access and manipulation.
Through organizational measures, we check physical access to our buildings, educate our
employees, and keep paper-based documents in safe.
In the framework of technical measures, we use encryption, password protection and antivirus
software. However, we would like to call your attention to the fact that data transmission over
the Internet ca not be considered fully secure data transfer.

Privacy incident
Our Company will do everything to ensure that your data is the most secure during data
transfer and data process.
If the employee of the company detects a privacy incident in respect of the processed personal
data, he will inform the manager of the company and the Data Protection Officer
immediately. (data theft, unauthorized data download, hacker attacks)
After the investigation, if it is considered that a privacy incident has occurred (risks to the
rights and freedoms of natural persons), the company will report to the supervisory authority
without delay, or at the latest within 72 hours after the data protection incident has been
noticed. If the notification cannot be made within 72 hours, the reason for the delay should be
indicated and the required information may be disclosed in installments.
- the date and place of the incident
- description of the incident, its circumstances and its effects
- the number of persons affected by the incident of compromised data
- a description of the measures taken to deal with the incident
- a description of the measures taken to prevent, remedy or reduce the damage

If the privacy incident is likely to pose a high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural
persons, the company must inform the concerned party about the privacy incident without
undue delay. Information should be provided to the person concerned in a clear and
unambiguous way:
- the nature of the privacy incident
- contact person details such as name and availability who can provide information about the
incident
- the likely consequences of the data protection incident
- steps taken or planned by the company to remedy the privacy incident.
The privacy record (s) are kept by the company and the data contained therein:
- for personal data involving incidents for 5 years
- - incident involving specific data retain for 20 years
Personal Data Rights
By the law, you have the right, to request information about your personal data processed by
Sirius Produkt Plc. and you entitled to correct, modify or delete your personal data.
Data that is to be stored by a legal, statutory or contractual obligation to keep a commercial
record is blocked instead of deleting it to prevent its use for other purposes.

When we use your personal information for purposes that require your consent, we will ask
you for a valid authorization and your permission will be stored in accordance with data
protection regulations (logging).
You can revoke your permission anytime and / or you may object to future use of your data
such as advertising, market research, and opinion research.
The technical transfer of your withdrawal of the data (database capture) can take up to 24
hours of work, so you may still receive notification from Siriusprodukt during this transfer.
Confirmation of consent or denial is acknowledged by the data controller.
Regarding the data handling, you may have a legal remedy at the court, you may file a
complaint with the supervisory authority or initiate a procedure.
(Https://naih.hu/panaszugyintezes-rendje.html)

Supervisory Authority:
National Privacy and Freedom Authority
Location: 1125 Budapest Szilágyi Erzsébet fasor 22/c
Address: 1530 Budapest, Pf.:5.
Telephone: +36 (1) 391-1400)
Fax: +36(1) 391-1410
Email: ugyfelszolgalat@naih.hu
Website: https://naih.hu/
At your request, we will provide you with information about the processing of your data,
processed by us or by our authorized processor
- your data
- their source
- the purpose and legal basis of the data management
- the duration of the data handling
- the names and contact details of our data processors and their data management activities
- in the case of your personal data transmission, the legal basis and the addressee of your data
transfer.
You can use the contact details of the data controller mentioned in the privacy statement in
the form of e-mail or postal mail, we will notify you within 1 day, (but no later than 15 days),
within the shortest possible time from the submission of the application.
Information is provided free of charge exception of you have already submitted an
information request for the same data field in the current year.
The information can only be denied in the cases provided for by law by indicating the legal
status and by informing the court or the possibility of appeal to the Authority.
From the www.siriusprodukt.hu website to the www.davidvedoruha.hu/w, login, their privacy
statement is relevant, which is also operated by Sirius Produkt Plc.

